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PH154353

BARA PRASILOVA PRAGUE
When you buy a piece from the
NORRHASSEL collection, you’re
not just buying stunning photography to hang on the wall.
These eight posters also bring
something else to your home –
an idea, an opinion, a point of
view, and the fascinating world
of the person who captured
the image.

NORRHASSEL
poster

CHF 14.95

IKEA x Hasselblad
IKEA is teaming up with the iconic camera brand Hasselblad to launch NORRHASSEL – a
limited-edition poster collection. The photographers who captured the eight motifs in the
collection have all won the Hasselblad Masters, a biannual award for long or even lifetime
achievements in their profession.
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The NORRHASSEL photographers: Dmitry Ageev, Lars van de Goor, Hans Strand, Bára Prášilová,
Ali Rajabi, Tom D. Jones and Joachim Schmeisser.
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NORRHASSEL
NORRHASSEL is part of a bigger
journey for IKEA in democratising art, and making it affordable to more people. And IKEA
being constantly curious on
contemporary art and culture,
this launch is an extra exciting
one. “Photography is a vital
way to express yourself and
showcase the world from your
perspective. In this day and age
with social media, this form of
expression and art has become
even more popular, creating a
whole new group of everyday
photographers. With this collection of images, both Ikea and
Hasselblad aim to inspire people to continue capturing the
world while offering stunning
photographs to those looking to
make their home unique.” says
Marcus Engman, Head of Design for IKEA.
NORRHASSEL will launch
in August 2018, and features
eight photographs that span
a broad range of objects
and subjects.
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Collection consists of rolled posters (61x91)
made to fit IKEA RIBBA and LOMVIKEN frames.
It is a limited collection that will be available for
approximately 6 months. One of the art pieces
(red-haired woman) will come pre-framed
and in bigger size (91x91).

NORRHASSEL
framed poster
PH154354
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CHF 39.95
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About Hasselblad
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Founded in 1941, Hasselblad
is the leading manufacturer of
medium-format cameras and
lenses. Made in Sweden, Hasselblad cameras are renowned
for their iconic ergonomic
design, uncompromising image
quality and Swedish craftsmanship. For over half a century,
Hasselblad cameras have captured some of the world’s most
iconic images – including the
first landing on the moon – and
helped shape the way we look
at the world through genuine
photographic artistry.
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NORRHASSEL

About Hasselblad Masters
The Hasselblad Masters is given
out biannually, and is one of the
world’s most prestigious professional photographic competitions. It gives both acclaimed
professionals and aspiring
newcomers the chance to make
their mark in the world of photography. Photographers around
the world are invited to submit
three images that best demonstrate their photographic ability
for the chance to be named a
Hasselblad Master.

Their
worlds,
their
thoughts,
their
words
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Meet some of the
photographers as they
talk about their life and
work – from the spot
where their NORRHASSEL
photo was taken.
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NORRHASSEL

HANS STRAND ICELAND

Meet Hans
Strand
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Stockholm-based photographer
Hans Strand first got his hands
on a camera during a university
trip to California at age 25. It
was an instant love affair that
has lasted ever since.
He became a professional in
the early 90s, and has focused
his work on landscapes – both
wild and manmade. He creates
images characterised by forms
and shapes in harmonious
composition.

PH154349
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NORRHASSEL

HANS STRAND ICELAND

Can you please describe
your relationship
to Iceland?
I first came here in 1995 to
try to find somewhere new, off
the beaten track. In the 1980s,
many photographers went to
shoot in the Southwest U.S.,
in Arizona and Utah, and after
that Patagonia, in Argentina,
was the hotspot for photographers. I went to these places,
too, but just felt that I returned
home with pictures that had
already been taken. They were
just done. So I came here, to
Iceland, and over the years,
I’ve made 32 trips in total.
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Can you describe what it
was that you found here?
A completely virgin landscape,
a wilderness with no trace
whatsoever of people. Just
the great wide open. This has
changed as tourism has increased in recent years. Places
in which you were completely
alone 15 years ago are now
crowded with tourists. It’s a
possible consequence of the
internet.

PH154352
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HANS STRAND ICELAND
PH154352

NORRHASSEL
poster

CHF 14.95

This image that is
now part of the
NORRHASSEL
collection. Could you
talk a little about
how this photograph
came to be? How
did you shoot this?
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When I was awarded Hasselblad Masters in 2008, part
of the prize is funding to do a
project. I came here, to Iceland, to shoot the landscape
from the air, in a helicopter,
something I had started doing a
few years earlier. We flew out in
a helicopter to the coast, where
lots of seabirds gather. All of a
sudden, this flock of Glaucous
Gulls flew by below us. I was
not fully prepared, but, kind of
on instinct, fired off a series of
shots. A few seconds later, the
birds were gone. This photograph was, as they so often
are, a combination of awareness and coincidence.
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This image that is now part
of the NORRHASSEL
collection. Could you talk
a little about how this
photograph came to be?
How did you shoot this?
When I was awarded Hasselblad
Masters in 2008, part of the
prize is funding to do a project. I came here, to Iceland,
to shoot the landscape from
the air, in a helicopter, something I had started doing a few
years earlier. We flew out in a
helicopter to the coast, where
lots of seabirds gather. All of a
sudden, this flock of Glaucous
Gulls flew by below us. I was
not fully prepared, but, kind of
on instinct, fired off a series of
shots. A few seconds later, the
birds were gone. This photograph was, as they so often
are, a combination of awareness and coincidence.
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HANS STRAND ICELAND
Do you prepare
every shoot in detail,
ahead of time?
Yes, but it is, of course, a paradox, because nothing is more
unpredictable than nature.
What you can do to prepare
is decide what kind of theme
you want, and have an idea or
intention for the shoot, but then
when you go out there you still
have to be flexible and ready to
improvise.
Why do you think people
like this picture?
Probably because it’s quite
graphic, the black and white
and the contrasts, and the wave
that rolls in. It’s our fascination
with nature, I guess, something
fewer and fewer people get to
witness first hand.
What is the story or
message you want to tell
with this picture?
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It’s about the fragility of nature.
A flock of birds soars along a
wild coastline, but the question
is: for how much longer will
scenes and images like this be
possible to witness with urbanity spreading further, overtaking
the wild spaces. All of my work
and all of my pictures is, at the
end of the day, about my love
for nature.

PH154344
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NORRHASSEL

HANS STRAND ICELAND

But your images are
perfected, composed;
they’re the opposite of
wild, chaotic nature.
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Yes, but there’s a bigger idea
behind that. My intention is to
evoke something within people,
to first seduce them, to draw in
them in, and then horrify them
or open them up for a deeper
understanding. If an image is
made well and is beautiful, it
becomes more and more interesting to look at over time, and
then I can also get my message
across through that photograph.

PH154346
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HANS STRAND ICELAND
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PH154345

PH154347
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HANS STRAND ICELAND
What does it take
to become a
good photographer?
A great photographer is not
something that automatically
results from great cameras.
It’s about the person behind
the camera, and the artful way
they see and convey their intentions. There’s a great story
about the legendary photographer Irving Penn, who had
an opening of one of his shows
in New York. The writer Norman Mailer visited, and asked
Penn: ”I love your photos, what
camera do you use?” to which
Penn answered, ”I read one of
your books the other day, great
story. What typewriter do you
use?”
What did winning the
Hasselblad Masters
mean to you?
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I definitely gained a bigger
audience. I had been using a
Hasselblad since 1982; I’m a
huge a fan. I think for anyone interested in photography,
Hasselblad is just such an iconic
brand.

PH154340
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NORRHASSEL

HANS STRAND ICELAND

Finally, what is one piece
of advice you can offer to
anyone who wants to take
better pictures?
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Don’t copy others. Do your
own thing, and do it seriously over a long period of time.
Don’t take any shortcuts.
Have patience. And don’t
chase likes on Instagram.

PH154342
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NORRHASSEL

BARA PRASILOVA PRAGUE

Meet Bara
Prasilova
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Bara Prasilova is based in
Prague, Czech Republic. A
perfectionist, she plans each
shot with patience and precision for several hours. Everything is carefully storyboarded
or sketched beforehand, and
Prasilova makes many of the
props herself. The result is
organised, calm, well balanced
and colourful, as well as surreal and humorous. Bara was
awarded the Hasselblad Masters
in 2014.

PH154329
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NORRHASSEL

PH154335

You live in Prague. What is
your relationship to the city?
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It’s beautiful here, but also a bit
boring. It’s the place where I
grew up—not in the pretty city
centre, but in an ugly block of
flats. So I take beautiful pictures as a way of compensating
for or correcting reality.

PH154336
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NORRHASSEL

BARA PRASILOVA PRAGUE

As a photographer, you are
known for preparing every
picture in detail.
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I love playing it safe—I’m not a
risk-taker and I don’t like surprises. That’s why I plan every
shoot beforehand. But planning
everything also gives me the
freedom to improvise. These
preparations make me calm,
and then I get the courage to
improvise. If I’m commissioned
to take five pictures, for example, I plan four of them in
detail and then have one left for
improvisation. And I don’t only
do this this as a photographer;
I plan absolutely everything in
my life. I’m working on becoming less controlling, though.

PH154330
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BARA PRASILOVA PRAGUE

PH154333
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NORRHASSEL

PH154331

How does an image happen?
What is the starting point?
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Everything starts with an idea.
Where ideas come from, I don’t
know, but they all start in my
mind. I always have a sketchbook with me, and I keep one
next to my bed in case I get an
idea in the middle of the night.
I then have a lot of fun sketching, developing and dreaming.
I sit alone in my apartment and
laugh, because I often find the
ideas funny. Or at least they are
to me.

PH154337
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NORRHASSEL

BARA PRASILOVA PRAGUE

Would you say your work is
characterised by humour?
I think much of my work is
funny or has humour, yes, but
others might find it strange or
spooky. There is often a lot of
colour, but that’s a way of balancing topics that are serious or
tough. I approach bad things in
life through humour. That’s how
I deal with them.
Could you point to one
specific thing or place that
has influenced your work
the most?
My childhood is definitely when
really interesting things happened. My mother was absent
a lot because she worked in
a psychiatric hospital, so me
and my brother had a lot of
freedom, and created our own
worlds with very little adult
influence. My mother also
befriended psychiatric patients
who frequently came and visited our home. But all this was
normal to me because I didn’t
know anything else.
What do you focus on the
most in your pictures?
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Lighting and the technical
composition, driven by a strong
theme or idea, are most important to me.

PH154327
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BARA PRASILOVA PRAGUE
You were awarded
Hasselblad Master in 2014,
and as result, developed this
series of work called Evolve.
The image called Windsock,
which is now in the NORRHASSEL collection, is part
of that series. What do you
think of this picture today?
Has your perception of it
changed over time?
I love it, I really do. I have it in
my apartment, as a two metre
wide print. Does that sound too
self-involved? It just makes me
happy and calm, and it’s funny;
I love the colours. I’m convinced it will now bring happiness to more people because
they can buy it at IKEA.
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What is one simple piece
of advice you can give to
anyone who wants to take
better pictures?
The most important thing is to
have passion. That’s enough.

NORRHASSEL
poster

CHF 14.95
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NORRHASSEL

Meet Ali
Rajabi
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As soon as Ali Rajabi landed
in New York, he felt at home.
Like many people before him,
he came from somewhere else
— in his case Tehran. Before Ali
became a photographer, he was
teaching Photoshop to students
as early as 2000. His students
kept asking him technical questions about cameras, lenses,
and more in Photoshop. That’s
when he decided to teach himself photography, embarking
down a path that would lead
him to his new home.

PH154320
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NORRHASSEL

ALI RAJABI NEW YORK

PH154315
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What does home
mean to you?

PH154314
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There is only one home: Earth.
But the definition of home is
different for everybody. In New
York City, people lead their lives
in the streets. They go home to
sleep. I believe people live in
an atmosphere that makes it
positive for yourself — that’s
what you have your walls for.
So in my home, I put up my
favorite photos on the wall.
And I have many books, especially photography books.
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ALI RAJABI NEW YORK

PH154350

This image that is
now part of the
NORRHASSEL
collection. Could you
talk a little about
how this photograph
came to be? How
did you shoot this?
When I was awarded Hasselblad Masters in 2008, part
of the prize is funding to do a
project. I came here, to Iceland, to shoot the landscape
from the air, in a helicopter,
something I had started doing a
few years earlier. We flew out in
a helicopter to the coast, where
lots of seabirds gather. All of a
sudden, this flock of Glaucous
Gulls flew by below us. I was
not fully prepared, but, kind of
on instinct, fired off a series of
shots. A few seconds later, the
birds were gone. This photograph was, as they so often
are, a combination of awareness and coincidence.
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Tell us about your
photograph for the
NORHASSEL collection.

NORRHASSEL
poster

CHF 14.95
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My photograph for IKEA takes
place in the morning, when everything begins. Every morning
when sun rises it’s a fresh start
for everyone in this world, even
those who think they are lost. I
believe darkness leads to light.
You can’t have one without the
other. So if darkness doesn’t
exist, maybe you cannot
achieve it. Darkness becomes a
very big mystery. You have to
go through.
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NORRHASSEL

ALI RAJABI NEW YORK

What does it remind you
of in your life?
Back in January 2014, two days
before I had to move back to
Iran for health reasons, I went
out in the snow to savor the
last few hours left in the city.
The last picture I took that day
ended up bringing me recognition as a Hasselblad Master.
It also led me to share other
photos with the IKEA NORHASSEL project.
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What do you hope people
will get out of putting your
photograph in their home,
even if they do not live in
New York?
This is a slice of daily life. I
hope that people who see this
photograph at IKEA will see
the beauty of a moment cast
in darkness and light. It’s this
contrast that forms human life
and searches for balance. I’m
excited that my work can also
be part of other people’s daily
lives.

PH154325
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NORRHASSEL
How important is having a
vision or certain kind
of aesthetic as a photographer, considering that everyone can take pictures on
their phones?
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Everything in this world has a
positive and negative point. For
example, camera phones can
help people capture personal
moments as well as save lots
of lives in different situations
by reporting incidents on social
media. Every one right now can
be like a journalist. But to be
a photographer, having artistic
vision and ideas are crucial regardless of the tools used. The
person who stands behind the
camera is much more important
than the tool. But that person
still needs those tools. For me,
it’s the Hasselblad.

PH154324
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NORRHASSEL

ALI RAJABI NEW YORK

What is it like then, working
with a Hasselblad?
I believe Hasselblad is a camera you have to experience as
a photographer. The design is
fantastic and the quality is phenomenal. I consider the Hasselblad a serious investment in my
art career.
At the time I took the NORHASSEL photograph, I was
using the Hassleblad H5D —
which is unusually large for a
street photographer. The camera was so heavy and big but
when I look at the result, it was
worth it.
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Do you have any advice for
people who aspire to become a photographer?
For anyone who wants to be
a photographer, my greatest
piece of advice is this: there’s
no such thing as chance, you
have to make your own chances
and try as hard as you can.

PH154322
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The
NORRHASSEL
collection
PE674421

PE674413

PE674411

NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95

NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95

NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95

Motif created by Lars van de Goor.
Paper. W91×H61cm. Forest life
803.992.13

Motif created by Tom D. Jones.
Paper. W91×H61cm. Sea
203.992.11

Motif created by Hans Strand.
Paper. W91×H61cm. Birds
203.992.06

PE674419

PE674409

PE674422

NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95

NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95

NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95

Motif created by Lars van de
Goor. Paper. W91×H61cm. Road
803.992.08

Motif created by Ali Rajabi. Paper.
W91×H61cm. Café 003.992.12

Motif created by Bara Prasilova.
Paper. W91×H61cm. Wind sock
303.993.76

PE674417
NORRHASSEL poster CHF 14.95
Motif created by Joachim
Schmeisser. Paper. W61×H91cm.
Elephant 403.992.10

PH154351
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CONTACT
AUGUST 2018
Manuel Rotzinger | IKEA AG | Müslistrasse 16 | 8957 Spreitenbach
E-Mail manuel.rotzinger@ikea.com | Phone +41 79 887 29 34
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